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Abstract
We describe a percolation-type approach to modeling of the processes of aging and certain other properties of tissues
analyzed as systems consisting of interacting cells. Tissues are considered as structures made of regular healthy, senescent,
dead (apoptotic) cells, and studied dynamically, with the ongoing processes including regular cell division to fill vacant
sites left by dead cells, healthy cells becoming senescent or dying, and other processes. Statistical-mechanics description
can provide patterns of time dependence and snapshots of morphological system properties. An illustrative application
of the developed theoretical modeling approach is reported, confirming recent experimental findings that inhibition of
senescence can lead to extended lifespan.
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Introduction

Aging of organisms or tissues can be viewed as a
statistical-mechanics problem of the loss of homeosta-
sis (approximate steady state) and integrity over time.
Processes that ensure tissue homeostasis and integrity,
such as healing after an injury, are a topic of a major
interest [1, 2] to both medical professionals from an
application point of view [3] and to basic scientists from
a mechanistic point of view [4] In this work we con-
sider potential applications of lattice percolation-type
modeling to develop a quantitative description of the
processes of aging of tissues analyzed as structures con-
sisting of interacting cells. Percolation models provide
information and predictions on the system’s integrity
and connectivity [5]. Here we argue that, tissues can be
considered as structures made of regular healthy cells,
senescent cells, dead (apoptotic) cells, and can be stud-
ied dynamically, with the ongoing processes involving
regular cells’ division to fill “vacant sites” left by dead
cells, regular cells becoming senescent or dying, senes-
cent cells disrupting functioning of the nearby regular
cells, etc. The obtained connectivity information for
various cell types can then be related to the physical or
biological tissue properties and structure.

Such a statistical-mechanics description can capture
interesting patterns of time dependence, especially if
we want to consider the possible effects of active inter-
ventions, such as application of certain drugs on the
ongoing cell dynamics in healthy or diseased (for ex-
ample cancerous) tissue. This expectation is suggested
by recent studies [6] applying percolation ideas to self-
healing and self-damaging in devices and materials —
an approach which in itself can be regarded as a uti-
lization of bio-inspired concepts. However, application
of percolation-modeling ideas to the dynamics of aging
in tissues, rather than to the onset of the initial-fatigue
damage in materials requires new connectivity and dy-

namical rules, different ideas and interpretations, and,
ultimately, relating the modeling approach to a differ-
ent set of experimental observations. Regarding the
latter, there are actually much more experimental data
presently available for damage in tissues, [7] especially
when it is locally caused (for example, skin biopsy),
than for the micro- or nano-scale autonomous (locally
triggered) self-damaging [8] in materials.

Note that, much more data are available on au-
tonomous self-healing in materials, when damage
buildup is avoided/delayed by incorporating active cap-
sules, [9].

1. Methods

Microscopic statistical-mechanics modeling consti-
tutes one of the possible approaches to explore patterns
of possible behaviors involving various rules of cell inter-
actions. The degree of complexity and local correlations
that are required for percolation-type models to mimic
observed tissue aging, healing, and other properties are
of interest. The actual macroscopic physical properties
are typically nonlinear in the microscopic morphology
(connectivity) measures. For materials, electrical trans-
port properties are among the most natural to calculate
in the percolation-model context, by connecting sites
with bonds of conductance that depends on the nature
of the sites’ occupancy. The conductivity properties can
also be measured for tissues. Elastic properties of the
system can be explored in the percolation-model con-
text, by decorating bonds with springs, the rigidity of
which depends on the site occupancy. Furthermore, in
discussion section we outline possible experiments that
probe various cell-type statistics and also cell-clustering
morphological properties, rather than mechanical or
conductance properties.

Generally, on the microscopic scale, statistical-
mechanics descriptions of the cell behavior within the



tissue can be “cartoonish” in nature, capable of encom-
passing only general features of the actual microscopic
morphology. However, such information is of interest,
since the description of the time-dependence of various
properties of regions and systems much larger than a few
cells will help us understand how to control the system’s
complex processes to achieve desired properties (such as
accelerated healing, or resistance to damage). Within
such an approach, concepts of programmed active local
healing and damaging have been of interest not only in
the studies of materials, but also in designs of sensor
networks’ functionality, especially when active response
is desired: Self-damaging concepts can be useful, for
example, in the designs aimed at abruptly shutting a
whole sensor network down if enough interconnected
nodes have become compromised.

Considering that there is no critical-point universality
for percolation at high connectivity, which is a regime
of interest here, one can legitimately ask what specific
quantitative and qualitative results can be expected
from lattice-model studies for tissues, as well as earlier
studies for materials. On the level of phenomenological
data fitting, models of the type considered in the follow-
ing subsection can yield expressions for a few-parameter
fitting of data for measured tissue properties. These
parameters are usually various process rates, which can
thus be extracted and classified based on macroscopic
measurements. On a more qualitative level, percola-
tion and similar lattice models can offer insights into
the degree of complexity required to achieve specific
time-dependent responses.

2. Results

For a subset of reasonable rules we report an illus-
trative study of two models: one without senescence
and another with senescence present in a very simpli-
fied form. In this respect it is fascinating that removal
of senescent cells in mice was found [10] to extend
their longevity and ameliorate numerous age-associated
pathologies: The senescence marker gene, p16Ink4a,
was genetically linked to activation of caspase, which is
a trigger of apoptosis. Life-long removal of p16Ink4a ex-
pressing cells delayed acquisition of age-related patholo-
gies in adipose tissue, skeletal muscle and eye. Inter-
estingly, our results reported shortly, match this and
other recent experimental findings [10] that, inhibiting
senescence extends lifespan.

Let us now introduce a simplified version of cell senes-
cence. The above model is modified by designating all
those cells that can no longer divide as long-lived senes-
cent by assuming that, such cells are immortal on the
time scales of all the other dynamical processes in the
problem. For the original model, we now separated, see
fig. 2, the counts of the live cells that can divide, and
those “senescent” cells that can no longer divide (even
though in that model the latter cells still die at the
same rate). Once the senescent cells are instead made
long-lived (i.e., we not only set 𝑞 but also 𝑝 to zero
for such cells), the cell counts (densities) for both cell
types are modified, as shown in fig. 2. Interestingly, the

Fig. 1. This plot shows the density of the healthy live cells
that are part of the largest connected cluster of such cells,
denoted 𝑢𝑐, plotted as a function of the total density of the
healthy live cells (that can still divide), 𝑢𝑙. After reaching
the steady-state plateau, the densities of the healthy live
cells, 𝑢𝑙, shown for the two considered models in fig. 2,
decrease monotonically for larger times. For the two

models: with long-lived senescent cells (the top curve here)
and with “senescent” cells dying at the same rate as the

regular cells (the bottom curve here), 𝑢𝑐 is shown here for
the values of 𝑢𝑙 once the latter dropped noticeably below
the steady-state level (see fig. 2), but that are still not too
small so that the connected live-cell cluster density (𝑢𝑐) is

non-negligible for both models. Note that the same 𝑢𝑙

values are obtained for different times for the two models

Fig. 2. (A) The green circles show (𝑡 > 2000) one of the
calculated results (for 80% initial density) for two separate
densities: live cells, 𝑢𝑙, that can still divide (monotonically

decreasing, except for very short times), and those that
cannot divide, 𝑢𝑠 (the peaked curve). (B) As an attempt to
include long-living-cell senescence, the two red solid curves
show how these separate densities are modified once we

make the cells that can no longer divide practically
immortal (unchanging on the considered time scales). The
density of the live cells, 𝑢𝑙, is still monotonically decreasing
(except for very short times), whereas that of the senescent

cells, 𝑢𝑠, is now monotonically increasing



Fig. 3. The time dependence of the real probability, 𝑞𝑟, of
dividing of living cells in the cases A (circles) and B-solid
line (See. fig. 2). It is to be noticed that during the quasi
stationary state of the system (the effective rate of cell

division. In fading stage (𝑡 > 4000, fig. 2), the cell division
greatly accelerates in case A (which may be a factor that

increases the risk of neoplasms in real Bio-systems) in
contrast to the results of model A, in which the cell

division rate is somewhat reduced

net effect of the senescent cells introduction is that the
lifespan of the “regular” live cells is actually shortened:
compare the two curves labeled 𝑢𝑙 in fig. 2. This obser-
vation resonates with the recent experimental findings
that inhibition of senescence can extend lifespan, [10].
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